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Stand-alone device for the electrolytic fabrication of scanning
near-field optical microscopy aperture probes
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Near-field optical applications require the fast, stable, and reproducible fabrication of scanning
near-field optical microscopysSNOMd aperture probes in the submicrometer range. We have
developed a stand-alone device for the electrolytic etching of nanoapertures with an integrated
current and optical transmission monitoring and control. Probes with an aperture ranging from
50 to 100 nm were reproducibly fabricated with great reliability. With these probes, high resolution
SNOM images of 100 nm test patterns and single dye moleculessRhodamine 6G in polysvinyl
alcoholdd are measured and presented. Not requiring a SNOM setup, the stand-alone device is not
only inexpensive and compact, but also insensitive to external disturbances.© 2005 American

Institute of Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1866253g
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I. INTRODUCTION

The resolution achievable with scanning near-field o
cal microscopysSNOMd is determined by the optical qual
of the near-field probes.1–3 Although a great variety of alte
native probes like cantilevers4,5 or apertureless scatteri
probes6–8 were developed, the tapered optical fiber is still
most commonly used SNOM probe.

The techniques used so far to fabricate aperture pr
often suffer from poor reproducibility, e.g., the widespr
shadowing technique9 and aperture punching,1,10 or require
expensive equipment like for focused ion beamsFIBd
milling.11 Mulin et al.12 introduced a method to fabrica
SNOM aperture probes by controlled all solid state electr
sis that was improved by Bouhelieret al.13 more recently
Using a solid electrolyte to etch the aperture, avoids
problem of meniscus formation of a liquid electrolyte14 and
enables the reproducible and controlled fabrication of g
quality near-field aperture probes. The electrolytic etchin
nanoapertures combines the advantages of the shad
techniquescheap, quickd with the high quality of FIBsde-
fined apertures with flat rimsd. Additionally, coating the
probes with silver instead of aluminum results in a dist
smoother surface. Furthermore, the use of our stand-
device opens new applications of the near-field probes
yond SNOM imaging.15

II. TIP FABRICATION

As a probe we use “tube etched”16 single-mode silic
glass fiberssFS-SN-3224, 3Md, which have a cladding diam
eter of 125mm and a core diameter of 4mm. The etching
process is very stable and self-controlled, because the
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are etched inside their acrylate jackets. The etching sol
consists of an aqueous 40% hydrofluoric acid solutionsHFd
spur. Flukad at room temperature into which 1 cm of
fibers is dipped for 2 h. In order to protect the rest of
fiber and the fiber mounts against the acid vapors, the
solution is covered by a thin overlayersabout 0.5 cmd of
N-octane. After the etching process is stopped, the prote
coating is removed by dissolving it in 75 °C hot sulfuric a
s98% H2SO4, pur., Flukad for 1 h. The etched fiber tips a
subsequently coated completely with a silver layer of a
350 nm. A smaller amount of silver normally causes
holes, which would reduce the optical resolution. The s
is thermally evaporated onto the rotating fibers to allow
mogeneous film thickness deposition on the glass surfa

Aperture formation is performed by using the sta
alone setup described in Fig. 1. The setup is integrated
small metal box, in order to protect the aperture forma
from acoustic noise, disturbing electromagnetic fields,
background light. We have developed a separate sca
tunneling microscopy controller, which consists of the
feedback loopswithout a logarithmic current amplifierd to
regulate the tip–sample distance via monitoring the app
current, combined with a photomultiplier tube detection
sPMTd sH 5784, Hamamatsud. Not requiring an objective
the PMT measures directly the light intensity emitted f
the aperture during the opening process.

The electrolytic cell consists of a thin platelet of a s
electrolyte, which serves as a ionic conductor for silver i
and a silver counterelectrode evaporated onto the elect
sFig. 1, closeupd. The sharpened and silver coated opt
fiber builds the positive electrode. The electrolyte we us
amorphous silver metaphosphate–iodidesAgPO3:AgId, be-
cause it has to fulfill requirements like high conductiv
transparency, and ease of fabrication. Silver iodidesAgI:l:

No.:10217, Sigma Aldrichd and silver metaphosphate

© 2005 American Institute of Physics4-1
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sAgPO3: Cas number: 13465-96-8, Citychemicald are mixed
in an equimolar ratio to form a homogeneous powder.
powder is molten in a furnace at 650 °C for 45 min. Sub
quently one drop of the liquid mixture is poured onto a
tating cover slide in order to form a thinsabout 1–2 mmd,
transparent, and bubblefree layer of the solid electrolyte.
silver electrode is deposited circularly onto the upper sid
the electrolyte via thermal evaporation. During this proc
the middle is covered by a mask in order to conserve a
parent part of the electrolyte. Through this part of the e
trolyte, the light emitted from the generated aperture is
tected by the PMT.

Laser light with a wavelength of 532 nm is coupled i
the far end of the fiber probe with an overall length of ab
1 m. The probe tip is directly attached to thez-piezo tube
sP-810.10, PId, which regulates the distance between
probe and the electrolyte after a coarse approach with
gear motorsM 1616 C, Faulhaberd. The electrolytic cell is
formed by connecting the probe to the positive and the c
terelectrode to the negative pole of a voltage source. A
voltage of 200 mV is applied between the two electro
The feedback loop drives the piezo towards the surface
the setpoint ofI =10 pA is reached. After contact the silv
ions migrate via an adjacent waterfilm from the tip into
electrolyte. The process is stopped after the PMT measu
threshold intensity. Selection of the adequate threshold i
sity determines the aperture size in the range f
50 to 100 nm.

This stand-alone setup is of considerable advantage
the inclusion of the tip fabrication device into the SNO
since the distance control is regulated via the apparent
neling or point contact current, enabling a faster and m
stable feedback regulation without the need of a lock-in
plifier. Therefore the aperture formation process is less
sitive to external disturbances such as vibrations, ele

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Aperture formation setup. The closeup shows
electrolytic cell in detail.
magnetic fields, or acoustic noise.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scanning electron microscopesSEMd images of thre
characteristic SNOM probes are shown in Fig. 2. The pr
have typically flat ends with a diameter of,600 nm. The
dark spots in the center have diameters,90 nm and repre
sent the apertures.

The aperture probes were tested by using a SNOM
stagesTriple-Od integrated into an inverted optical mic
scope sZeiss Axiovert 100d. Figure 3 gives an overvie
about our setup. Light of a diode pumped solid state

FIG. 2. Scanning electron micrographs of three routinely produced S
probes, with aperturesø90 nm in diameter, surrounded by flat rims.sbd is a
closeup ofsad; scd andsdd show the apertures of two additional probes.
scale bar ofsbd to sdd corresponds to 100 nm.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined SNOM setup. A diode pumped solid state laser
usedsl=532 nmd. SNOM scanstage is integrated into an inverted m

scope. Distance control via shearforce detection.
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sl=532 nm, CrystaLaserd is coupled into the other end of t
fiber. After interacting with the sample, the transmitted
fluorescent light is collected by an objectivesCP-Achroma
403, N.A.=0.65, Zeissd and focused onto an avalanche p
todiodesAPDd sSPCM-AQR-13, Perkin Elmerd. To achieve
an optimal detection efficiency, the probe is fixed at the
tical axis of the system and the sample is scanned inx, y, and
z directions underneath the probe. The small sensitive ar
the APD acts as a spatial filter and blocks all light whic
not emitted from the focal plane.

The distance control is performed using a tuning for
a shear force detector, where the fork is dithered by an
tation piezo. The resulting piezoelectric signal of the for
measured with a lock-in amplifier and fed into a feedb
loop to keep the shear force constant.17 The probe is glued t
one prong of the tuning fork with a free end of ab
0.5–1 mm. For fluorescence measurements a bandpas
sHQ 575/50, AHF Analysentechnikd can be switched int
the lightpath, to block the laser light.

In order to characterize the imaging capability of

FIG. 4. sColor onlined sad, scd SNOM topographical andsbd, sdd transmis-
sion images of an aluminum projection pattern. The aluminum island
pear bright in the topographical and dark in the transmission imagsed
Closeup ofsbd. sfd Associated cross section. The cross section was tak
the area marked by a solid line insed. By applying a 10%–90% edge criter
an optical resolution better than 90 nm was achieved.
device, we tested the electrolytically fabricated probes with
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an aluminum test pattern consisting of Al islands on g
fabricated by shadow evaporation of hexagonal close-pa
453 nm latex beads.18 Figure 4 shows the topographicalsad,
scd and the corresponding transmissionsbd, sdd images o
such a test sample. From the poor topographical resoluti
imagesad, one can infer that the optical imagesbd, showing a
high resolution, was not influenced by the topography o
sample.

Some tips deliver not only a high topographical but
a good optical resolution, shown in Figs. 4scd and 4sdd, re-
spectively. Here the topographical is even higher than
optical resolution and could be due to a small metal clu
on the very end of the tip. The high resolution shear f
imaging capability can be regained by generating del
ately a small protrusion on the plateau of the tip end be
the aperture, by electron-beam deposition.19 Figure 4sed
shows a closeup of Fig. 4sbd with the associated cross sect
of the image Fig. 4sfd. By applying a 10%–90% edg
criteria20 we achieve an optical resolution better than 90

The electrolytically produced probes are also approp
to investigate single fluorescent molecules. The system
investigated is the ionic dye rhodamine 6GsR6G, # 83697
Flukad in solid polysvinyl alcohold sPVAd sMerckd.21 A solu-
tion of R6G in methanolsHPLC graded is added to a 1 wt %
solution of PVA sMW=7.23104 g/mold in 1:1 methanol–
water such that the concentration of R6G is 1 nM with
spect to the volume of the PVA. This solution is spin coa
on a sonicatedssuccessive acetone/ethyl alcohol/waterd cov-
erslide with 4000 rpm for 30 s.

Figure 5 shows a typical SNOM topographsad with a

-

FIG. 5. SNOM topographsad with a simultaneously recorded fluoresce
imagesbd of single rhodamine 6G molecules in a polymer matrix.
simultaneously recorded fluorescence imagesbd of such a
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sample taken with our SNOM aperture probes. In the to
raphy image no distinct feature can be identified as expe
from a uniformly prepared and spincoated polymer fi
Contrary, in the fluorescence image clearly resolved
vidual spots with a typical spot size of 100–150 nm can
identified. The spot size was measured at half maximu
each spot. Some of the spots exhibit noncontinuous ch
teristics, which are attributed to molecular blinking and p
tobleaching, clear signs of single molecule excita
phenomena.22
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